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Introduction:

Introducing the 
EasyTalk™

Congratulations on purchasing the best in assistive communication 
technology. The EasyTalk is a digital playback device, designed to provide the best 
combination of ruggedness, portability, and price/performance available. It 
allows you to record messages digitally to later be played back instantaneously 
with the touch of a key. The EasyTalk is ideal for individuals requiring a limited 
number of messages with easy access.

The EasyTalk was created with the following criteria in mind:

• Ease of use

• Portability

• Durability
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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• Long battery life

• High quality sound

• Affordable Price

New Technology
Employing leading edge technology, the EasyTalk is compact, easy-to-

use and completely programmable. It uses reliable Flash EPROM technology to 
provide memory for recording up to 14 minutes of speech. With advanced 
memory management, the EasyTalk provides 4 levels of messages, giving a 
maximum of 160 messages! Also, the EasyTalk’s sophisticated audio circuitry and 
high quality speaker produces a crisp clear voice and the high capacity Nickel-
Cadmium batteries ensure long continues operation (up to 12 hours on a single 
charge).

Features
The EasyTalk integrates the following features:

• High quality digital sound

• Multiple message levels (total of 4)

• Variable length messages on every level

• Compact, rugged case

• Customizable overlays for 6 different keyboard layouts

• High message capacity

• Programmability

• Ease of Use

• Highly sensitive touch panel with no ‘dead zones’

• Calling alarm

• Ultra bright scanning LEDs
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Organization
About this Handbook
This handbook was designed to help you, as a care giver or therapist, to 

quickly learn to set up the EasyTalk and put it to use. It will help you to record 
messages and then teach the user to play them back. For those familiar with this 
type of communication aid, there is a ‘quick start’ chapter that gives only the 
most essential information in order to set up the EasyTalk, record messages, and 
begin playing them back. For more in-depth instructions, such as for scanning or 
special care, please refer to the remainder of this guide.

This manual is designed to make the initial reading and subsequent 
referencing as quick and simple as possible.

• The first chapter, Quick Start, will guide experienced users 
through software installation and basic use.

• The second chapter, Equipment and Its Care, provides detailed 
instructions on handling the EasyTalk and its accessories.

• The third chapter, Recording Messages, explains how to set up 
the EasyTalk with messages for later playback by the user.

• The fourth chapter, Playing Back Messages, provides 
information which should help the care giver or therapist to adjust 
settings for the user and to teach the user to play back messages.
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Sections

Terminology

Index Tabs

Messages
• The fifth chapter, Scanning, explains the scanning feature and 
how to set up for scanning.

• The last chapter, Trouble Shooting is provided to help you 
through problems you may encounter while using the EasyTalk. 
Referring to this chapter will likely answer questions that arise 
while using the EasyTalk.

? IMPORTANT:
This manual is intended to guide a therapist or care giver through the necessary 

steps to operate the EasyTalk and as such, it is assumed that a therapist or other trained 
professional will be at hand to assist the actual user with his or her individual needs in 
order to properly and safely use the EasyTalk.

Sections are labeled in Large Bold type, like at the top of the 
previous page, and sub-sections are labeled in Bold type in the columns. 
Though it is recommended that you read the entire manual, you can easily 
browse finding the sections of immediate interest in bold print.

When a new word appears with which you may not be familiar, it will be 
set in italics. There is a glossary at the end of the manual where you can look up 
the meaning of the term as it relates to this handbook.

An indexing tab on the outside edge of each page indicates the chapter 
number. These make it easy to find a chapter by looking at the edge of the closed 
manual.

Important messages are separated from the main text by a line and an 
icon, like the one above. Be sure to read these:

` CAUTION: will warn you of dangers which could cause 
harm to yourself, the user, or the EasyTalk.

? IMPORTANT: will provide you with important 
information.

8 HELPFUL HINT: will give you helpful hints that save time 
or make using the EasyTalk even easier.

/ NOTES: At the end of each chapter, there is be some space 
provided for you to record additional information.

Be sure to take the time to read through this handbook and discover the 
broad range of choices you have with the EasyTalk.
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Orientation
Chapter One:

Quick Start
This chapter is intended for people with previous experience using an 

augmentative communication aids. If you are unfamiliar to this technology, it is 
highly recommended that you read the entire manual before using the EasyTalk, 
but feel free to use this chapter as a summary or a quick reference thereafter.

Setting Up the Equipment
The Easy Talk is designed to be oriented in whatever fashion best 

accommodates the end-user. It can be held horizontally or vertically depending 
on the individual’s needs. To simplify the instructions in this chapter, all references 
to the EasyTalk will be made assuming that you are holding it horizontally.
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Turning On the EasyTalk

Charging

Switching Modes

Changing the Level

Changing Keyboard
Layout
The On/Off knob is on the right side of the EasyTalk. Rotate the knob 
upwards into the ‘ON’ position. There will be a small ‘click’ and the EasyTalk will 
turn on. Rotate the knob in the opposite direction to turn off the EasyTalk.

To recharge the EasyTalk, simply plug the charger into a wall outlet and 
the other end into the Charger port on the left side. The LED next to the Charger 
port will light up, indicating that the EasyTalk is charging. For a full charge, leave 
the EasyTalk plugged in for at least 8 hours uninterrupted.

Recording Messages 
To record a message the EasyTalk must be in Record mode. To change 

levels, the EasyTalk must be in Play mode. To select Record mode, slide setup 
switch 1 to the left and for Play mode, slide it to the right.

To change between levels:

1. Put the EasyTalk in Play mode, by sliding setup switch 1 to the right.

2. The Record button now functions as the Level button.

3. Press the Level button to move to the next level.

The EasyTalk will announce each level as you move through the levels. 

The keyboard layout is changed by adjusting setup switches 3, 4, and 5. 
Follow the chart below when arranging the setup switches:

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1

2

LAYOUT:

1 X 1 2 X 2 4 X 51 X 2 2 X 5 4 X 10

3

4

5
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Play Time

Recording A Message
Message compression can be switched between SP (Standard Play) and 
LP (Long Play). To select SP, slide setup switch 2 to the right. To select LP, slide 
setup switch 2 to the left.

To record a message, follow these instructions:

1. Change the level to the one upon which you wish to record 
messages.

2. Put the EasyTalk in Record mode by sliding setup switch 1 to the 
left.

3. Press the Record button - the LED above will flash indicating that 
the EasyTalk is ready to record.

4. Press a key upon which to record the message and hold it.

5. The message key will light up and after a moment, you will hear a 
single beep.

6. Continuing to hold the message button, begin speaking into the 
microphone at a distance of four or five inches.

7. Release the message key when the message is complete. You will 
hear two beeps, indicating that the recording is complete.

To listen to the message you’ve just recorded, simply press the same 
message key, again.

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1

2
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Play Mode

Playing Back Messages

Adjustments
Playing Back Messages
Messages can be played back in both Record and Play mode. However, it 

is recommended that when you are finished recording, you put the EasyTalk in 
Play mode to prevent accidental erasure of messages you have recorded. To put 
the EasyTalk in Play mode, slide setup switch 1 to the right.

Accessing messages once they are recorded is simple – press the key 
associated with the message.

Volume The volume is adjusted by the same knob used 
to turn on the EasyTalk. Once the knob is in ‘ON’ 
position, spin it upwards to increase the volume 
and downwards to decrease the volume.

Hold Time The amount of time a key must be held to play 
back a message is set by adjusting setup 
switches 6 and 7. See the diagram below:

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1

2

HOLD TIME:

0.0 0.50.25 1.0

6

7
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Calling Alarm

The built-in alarm is armed by moving setup switch 12 to the right and is 
activated by holding any message key for a length of time defined by the hold 
time setting according to the chart below:

? IMPORTANT:
The EasyTalk is not meant to be used as a primary alarm. The user should have 

another available means of calling for help in case of emergency. For the EasyTalk to 
be useful as a calling alarm is important to keep the battery charged and the 
EasyTalk in perfect running order at all times. This requires that the EasyTalk be charged 
every day.

For more information on setting and activating the alarm, see the 
section, Calling Alarm in Chapter Four, Playing Back Messages.

Hold Time Alarm Hold Time

0.0 seconds 5 seconds

0.25 seconds 10 seconds

0.5 seconds 15 seconds

1.0 seconds 20 seconds

ALARM: ONOFF 12

HOLD TIME:

0.0 0.50.25 1.0

6

7

EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Orientation
Chapter Two:

Equipment and 
Its Care

This chapter describes important features and physical characteristics of 
the EasyTalk and proper care and configuration thereof. At the end of this chapter 
is an important table of technical information.

The Equipment
The Easy Talk is designed to be oriented in whatever fashion best 

accommodates the end-user. It can be held horizontally or vertically depending 
on the individual’s needs. To simplify instructions, all references to the EasyTalk in 
this handbook will be made assuming that you are holding it horizontally.
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Top Panel

Left Side
The top of the EasyTalk consists of the touch panel (keyboard), the 
speaker, a built-in microphone, and the Record/Level button:

The left side has jacks for an external speaker and microphone and the 
on/off/volume knob:

TOUCH PANEL BUILT-IN MIC

SPEAKER

RECORD/LEVEL BUTTON

EXTERNAL
MICROPHONE JACK

EXTERNAL
SPEAKER JACK

ON/OFF/VOLUME 
KNOB
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Right Side

Bottom Panel
The right side has the Charger port and indicator, the Reset button, the 
adjustment knob for the Scan Speed, and the two jacks for scanning switches:

The bottom of the EasyTalk contains a row of twelve setup switches for 
controlling functions and adjusting settings. To the left of the switches is a quick 
reference diagram for adjusting them:

CHARGER PORT

SCAN SPEED 
ADJUSTMENT

CHARGER LED

RESET BUTTON

SWITCH 2

SWITCH 1

RECORD/PLAY 
INSTTRUCTIONS

SERIAL NUMBER

SWITCH 
DIAGRAM

SETUP SWITCHES
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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On/Off/Volume Knob

Reset Button

Setup Switches
Description of Hardware 
Features

This section describes the physical features of the EasyTalk in detail.

The same rotary dial is used both to turn the EasyTalk on and off and to 
adjust the volume. Rotate the On/Off/Volume knob in an upwards motion to turn 
on the EasyTalk and to increase the volume. Spin the knob downwards to turn it 
off or to lower the volume.

On the left side of the EasyTalk is the Reset button. It is recessed to prevent 
it from being pressed accidentally, so you may need to use a pen or other narrow 
object to press it. It is used to reset the EasyTalk in case of failure and to erase the 
messages from memory (see Erasing Messages in Chapter Three).

Most of the different options and settings of the EasyTalk are 
manipulated by positioning the twelve small setup switches on the underside of 
the EasyTalk. Printed to the left of the setup switches is a quick reference to the 
functions controlled by each switch.

3
2

1
LAYOUT:

HOLD TIME:
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

1 X 1 2 X 2 4 X 51 X 2 2 X 5 4 X 10

0.0 0.50.25 1.0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

RECORD/PLAY:

SCANNING:

ALARM:

LOWHIGH
ONOFF
HORIZ.VERT.
R-CLINEAR

DIRECTION:
PATTERN:

SPEED:
BEEP:

ONOFF

SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE:
2-4
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Record/Play mode

Play Time

Keyboard Layout

Hold Time

Scanning

Alarm
EasyTalk User’s Handbook

Move the individual setup switches left or right to choose the desired 
function or setting.

To put the EasyTalk in Play mode, slide setup switch 1 to the right. Move it 
to the left for Record mode.

Message compression, can be turned on and off. To turn it on, slide setup 
switch 2 to the left (LP - Long Play). To turn it off, slide setup switch 2 to the right 
(SP - Standard Play):

The keyboard layout is changed by adjusting setup switches 3, 4, and 5:

The hold time, or the amount of time a key must be held to play back a 
message (in Play mode) is set by adjusting setup switches 6 and 7:

Different scanning configurations are available by adjusting setup 
switches 8 through 11. See Chapter Five, Scanning, for specific information:

The calling alarm is armed (turned on) by sliding setup switch 12 to the 
right.

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1

2

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1

2

LAYOUT:

1 X 1 2 X 2 4 X 51 X 2 2 X 5 4 X 10

3

4

5

HOLD TIME:

0.0 0.50.25 1.0

6

7

SCANNING:

LOWHIGH
ONOFF
HORIZ.VERT.
R-CLINEAR

DIRECTION:
PATTERN:

SPEED:
BEEP:

8

9

10

11
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Input/Output Jacks

Charger Port and
Indicator
Depending upon how you plan to use the EasyTalk, you may wish to 
connect one of several accessories. To plug in an external microphone, speaker, or 
scanning switch, follow these instructions:

External microphone To connect an external microphone, insert the 
plug in the External Mic jack on the right side, 
above the volume knob.

External speaker To connect an external speaker or pillow speaker, 
insert the plug in the External Speaker jack on 
the right side, below the on/off/volume knob. 
The volume knob will now control the volume of 
the external speaker.

Switches The jacks for scanning switches are on the left 
side near the bottom. Plug a single switch into 
the jack labeled ‘Switch 1’. Use the other jack for 
an additional switch. Depending on the number 
of switches plugged in, the EasyTalk 
automatically changes scanning modes from 
single to double switch scanning.

The Charger port can be found on the left side of the EasyTalk. Next to the 
port is an LED which indicates that the EasyTalk is plugged in and the battery is 
charging.
2-6
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Scan Speed Adjustment

Nature of the Touch Panel
A small turn screw for adjusting the scanning speed is located on the left 
side of the EasyTalk. This is used to fine tune the speed at which the scanning 
cycle progresses. It is used in conjunction with setup switch 11 which multiplies 
the scanning rate by a factor of ten when set to the High position. To adjust the 
speed, insert a narrow slot screw driver and turn clockwise to increase the speed 
or counterclockwise to decrease it.

The Touch Panel
The EasyTalk integrates a sophisticated touch panel which is very 

sensitive to pressure and completely programmable.

The touch panel is made up of two thin sheets of plastic film positioned 
very close together without touching. When sufficient pressure is applied to the 
panel, the two sheets touch, registering the position of the touch. Thus, when a 
key is pressed, the EasyTalk knows which message to play back.

Because the EasyTalk touch panel is one solid unbroken surface, it can be 
programmed for the six available keyboard layouts with no ‘dead space’ between 
the keys. This guarantees a higher level of accuracy and improved registration 
between the overlay and touch panel, because it can be programmed to match 
the layout exactly.
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Use of the Touch Panel
 Because the touch panel is very sensitive, it can be easily damaged if 
treated carelessly. Normal daily use when pressing with a finger tip or rubber 
tipped pointer will not damage the touch panel, but use of a pen, pencil, or other 
sharp object to press the keys will cause damage and may effect the operation of 
the touch panel.

` CAUTION:
Damage to the touch panel through abuse or misuse, such as by pressing the 

touch panel with a sharp or pointed object is not covered by any expressed or otherwise 
implied warranty.

8 HELPFUL HINT:
The eraser end of a pencil works very well as a pointer for pressing the keys.

Overlays
Overlays allow one to custom tailor the EasyTalk to suit an individual’s 

specific needs. The overlays are printed on a semi-transparent material through 
which the light from the scanning LEDs can be seen. The smooth surface of the 
material also allows pencil markings to be erased and tape to be easily removed. 
The overlays accommodate multiple keyboard layouts, ranging from a few large 
keys for a beginner to many smaller keys for the more experienced user. They also 
allow the use of pictures and symbols to represent messages.
2-8
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Inserting and Removing
Overlays
To use an overlay, insert it in the slot on the left of the EasyTalk and slide it 
in slowly. Do not force or push the overlay too quickly as it can easily bend, 
making it even more difficult to insert. Be careful of bent corners or loose pictures 
that may be pasted on the overlay.

To remove an overlay, grab it on the left side and gently pull it straight 
out:
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Types of Overlays

Preventative Measures

Maintenance Procedures
The chart below provides some useful information about each of the 
keyboard layouts:

One of each overlay is included with the EasyTalk, but extra overlays are 
available from your EasyTalk representative.

Caring for the EasyTalk
The EasyTalk is ruggedly built to withstand regular use, but is still subject 

to damage if abused or neglected. To maximize the use and performance of your 
EasyTalk, follow these recommendations:

• Do not drop the EasyTalk.

• Do not immerse the EasyTalk in water

• Do not expose the EasyTalk to dust or extreme environmental 
conditions

• Keep the EasyTalk clean. Wipe it with a damp rag, but do not use 
abrasive cleaners or detergents.

• Turn off the EasyTalk when storing it or shipping it. This will protect 
the stored messages from accidental erasure.

• If you need to ship the EasyTalk for service or any other reason, 
enclose it in its original packaging.

Overlay Number of 
Keys

Size of Keys 
(width x height)

Number of 
Rows

Number of 
Columns

1 x 1 1 7.75" x 3.125" 1 1

1 x 2 2 3.875" x 3.125" 1 2

2 x 2 4 3.875" x 1.5" 2 2

2 x 5 10 1.5" x 1.5" 2 5

4 x 5 20 1.5" x 0.75" 4 5

4 x 10 40 0.75" x 0.75" 4 10
2-10
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Steps

Charge Time

Charge Duration
Charging the Battery
The EasyTalk has a built-in Nickel-Cadmium (NiCad) rechargeable battery 

pack that contains high energy cells that should last for at least a year if properly 
cared for. Follow the instructions in this section to maximize the life of your 
batteries.

To charge the battery, follow these steps:

1. Plug the charger into an electrical outlet.

2. Plug the end of the charger cable into the charger port on the left 
side panel of the EasyTalk.

The time necessary to recharge the battery depends on how low the 
charge is. The EasyTalk has a fast charging battery, so it can be used after 2 to 3 
hours of charging. The EasyTalk can be used while the charger is plugged in, but it 
may take longer to charge while using it.

` CAUTION:
Use only the adapter/charger that was supplied (for specifications, see 

Technical Information at the end of this chapter) with the EasyTalk. Other power 
adapters, though they may appear similar, can seriously damage the electronics. Also, 
do not use the EasyTalk adapter with other electronic devices.

With a full charge, the EasyTalk can be used for up to 12 hours, or if 
scanning is on, for 6 hours since the scanning lights (LEDs) consume more power. 
How long a fully charged battery lasts also depends on how frequently you use 
the EasyTalk and at what volume you play back messages.
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Making the Battery Last
Unlike other rechargeable batteries, the NiCad battery in the EasyTalk is a 

high quality battery that is safe to use even when the charger is plugged in. The 
EasyTalk can be charged periodically at your convenience, but the battery will last 
longer if completely discharged twice a month. Use the EasyTalk just as you 
normally would, with the charger unplugged, until it shuts off by itself. Then 
charge the battery up completely before using it again.

If you care for your battery properly, it should last at least one year. When 
you find that it no longer holds a charge for very long, contact your EasyTalk 
representative to have the battery replaced.

Low Battery Warning
When the battery’s charge becomes weak, the EasyTalk will make two 

error beeps after playing a message. At this time you should plug in the charger. 
When the battery becomes too low, the EasyTalk simply will not play any 
messages.
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Memory

Message Capacity

Touch Panel

Battery

Scanning LEDs

Scan Speed

Interfaces (Connectors)

Power Adapter (Charger)

Weight

Dimensions

Environment
Technical Information

1MB flash EPROM model

2MB flash EPROM model

4 (1MB model) or 8 (2MB model) minutes of Standard Play (SP)

7 (1MB model) or 14 (2MB model) minutes Long Play (LP)

Maximum of 160 messages

40 keys maximum (7.75" x 3.1" active area)

Nickel Cadmium, 7.2 volts nominal, 800 mAh

Up to 12 hours of normal operation

40 (4 rows by 10 columns)

1/10 second to 10 seconds between steps

External Mic jack for external mic (1/8" mini jack)

External Speaker jack for external speaker (1/8" mini jack)

Switch 1, 2 2 auto sensing switch jacks (1/8" mini jacks)

Input AC 120V, 60Hz

Output DC 12V, 800mA minimum

2 lb. 1 oz. (825 g)

1.35" x 4.10" x 12.00" (3.43cm x 10.41cm x 30.48cm)

Operating temperature 14 to 122° F (-10 to 50°C)

Storage temperature -4 to 140°F (-20 to 60°C)

Relative humidity 40 to 60%
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Shhh! Quiet Please

Charging

Power On/Off

Resetting the EasyTalk
Chapter Three:

Recording 
Messages

This chapter explains the how to set up the EasyTalk to record messages. 
It also includes some helpful strategies for planning the messages to be recorded.

Setting Up the EasyTalk
Before doing anything, make sure you are in a quiet room, that doesn’t 

echo. By improving the acoustics of the environment you record the messages, 
you can dramatically improve the quality of the sound. Also avoid areas with 
ventilation ducts or air conditioning that can create background noise.

Also, make sure that the EasyTalk is completely charged. If you are not 
sure if the battery is charged, plug in the power adapter/charger now.

To turn the EasyTalk on, rotate the knob on the right side of the unit 
counter-clockwise until you hear a click. Be careful not to force the knob if it is 
already turned on. To turn off the EasyTalk, rotate the knob clockwise until you 
hear a click.

On the left side of the EasyTalk is the Reset button. It is recessed to 
prevent it from being pressed accidentally, so you may need to use a pen or other 
narrow object to depress it. It is used to reset the EasyTalk. The Reset button is 
also used to erase messages (see Erasing All Messages near the end of this 
chapter).
EasyTalk User’s Handbook
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Changing the Level

Record Mode

Keyboard Layout
Preparing to Record
Before recording messages, it may be necessary to change the EasyTalk 

setup. For example, you may want to change the level before recording 
messages. Some of these adjustments require using the setup switches. The 
functions of these switches are described in detail in the previous chapter.

To change the level:

1. Put the EasyTalk in Play mode, by sliding setup switch 1 to the right.

2. Select SP play time, by sliding setup switch 2 to the right.

3. The Record button now functions as the Level button.

4. Press the Level button again to move to the next level.

The EasyTalk will announce each level as you move through the levels.

There are two modes of operation - Record mode and Play mode. Record 
mode is for recording messages and Play mode is for playing them back. 
Essentially, the only difference between the two modes, is that in Play mode 
messages cannot be changed or erased, and in Record mode, the level cannot be 
changed. To put the EasyTalk in Record mode, slide setup switch 1 to the left.

Before Recording, you should choose a keyboard layout.   The keyboard 
layout is changed by adjusting switches 3, 4, and 5:

8 HELPFUL HINT:
Changing the keyboard layout will limit access to some of the messages. For 

example, if you had previously recorded messages on a 4 x 10 layout (40 keys) and 
you change to a 2 x 5 layout (10 keys), you will have access only to the first 10 
messages beginning at the top left key. If you change the layout to its original setting, 
the other messages will once more become available.

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1

2

LAYOUT:

1 X 1 2 X 2 4 X 51 X 2 2 X 5 4 X 10

3

4

5
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Choosing a Layout

Play Time
Select an appropriate keyboard layout. All levels will have the same 
layout. The layouts with fewer and larger keys (1 x1, 1 x 2, 2 x 2) are suitable for 
small children, new EasyTalk users, and individuals with disabilities affecting 
hand/eye coordination. Accordingly, the layouts with more keys (2 x 5, 4 x 5, 4 x 
10) accommodate more messages on smaller keys and are suitable for 
experienced users and those with better motor skills.

The EasyTalk has two options for message compression. SP or ‘Standard 
Play’ gives the highest quality audio, but limits the EasyTalk to 4 minutes (or 8 
minutes for the 2 MB model) of message time. LP or ‘Long Play’ increases the 
available recording time to 7 minutes (or 14 minutes for the 2 MB model), but 
reduces the sound quality of the messages. To choose LP, slide setup switch 2 to 
the left or to choose SP, slide it to the right. Individual messages can be set for SP 
or LP when they are recorded and the EasyTalk will automatically adjust to play 
them back correctly.

8 HELPFUL HINT:
Because you can use mixed play times within your messages, you can use the 

available memory for message storage more efficiently by recording long messages in 
LP, and shorter messages in SP.

? IMPORTANT:
When recording using the LP play time, it is necessary to switch to SP play time 

before changing levels.

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1
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Recording Messages
With the keyboard layout and level selected, you are ready to begin 

recording messages

To record a message, follow these instructions:

1. Select Record mode by sliding setup switch 1 to the left.

2. Press the Record button – the LED above will flash, indicating that 
the EasyTalk is ready to record.

3. Press a key upon which to record the message and hold it.

4. The message key will light up and after a second, you will hear a 
single beep.

5. Continuing to hold the message button, begin speaking into the 
microphone at a distance of four or five inches.

6. Release the message key when the message is complete. You will 
hear two beeps, indicating that the recording is complete.

To play back the message, simply press the same message key.

8 HELPFUL HINT:
Holding down the message key – Hold the message key and wait until 

you hear the beep – if a message was previously recorded for that key, it may require 
a few seconds to erase it before the EasyTalk can record the new message. Once you 
hear the beep, hold the message key the entire time you are speaking. It may take a 
few tries to get the timing right. If you begin speaking too soon, the first part of the 
message may be cut off. If you let go too soon, the end of the message will get cut 
off. With practice, you will get used to the timing.

8 HELPFUL HINT:
Speaking into the microphone – The microphone is sensitive so it can 

record your voice quite well. When recording, speak about 4 to 5 inches from the 
microphone, in a normal speaking voice.

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1
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Changing Overlays

Preparing Vocabulary

Complete Phrases
Re-recording Messages
If you have recorded a message, but want to modify or delete it, simply 

follow the above instructions to record with the same key as previously. Pressing 
Record, then the key and immediately letting go will eliminate a message 
without replacing it.

Preparing Overlays
It is recommended that as you record messages, you write down what 

you’ve recorded on the appropriate overlay. It is useful to write the messages in 
pencil first just in case you decide to reorganize or change the messages later.

Once you have recorded what you think will be permanent, you can 
rewrite the messages in ink or paste on picture symbols. Using double sided tape 
or a glue stick works well. Some glues or tapes may be unforgiving, so you may 
want to check first before permanently sticking a picture to the overlay.

When you change the keyboard layout, you should also change the 
overlay. To remove an overlay, grip the overlay on the outside edge and pull it 
straight out. To insert a new overlay, insert it in the slot on the left of the EasyTalk 
and slide it in slowly.

8 HELPFUL HINT:
Do not force or attempt to push the overlay in too quickly as it can easily 

bend, making it even more difficult to insert. Be careful of bent corners or loose pictures 
pasted on the overlay.

Part of the process of recording messages on the EasyTalk is planning the 
messages to be recorded. By taking a few moments to make a list of desirable 
phrases, you can eliminate redundancy and derive more suitable phrases. You are 
welcome to follow any one of the following strategies below or to come up with 
your own:

When the user needs only a few important phrases, you might choose to 
record a complete phrase on each message key. This approach makes it easier for 
the user to learn and remember the messages and reduces the task of playing 
back a message.
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Message 1

 

I

You

I

Do

Linkable Phrases

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

B4

4X
5

Ea
sy

Tal
k

I

YOU

ME

WE

AM

YOU

M

AR

Topical Levels
You can expand the number of possible messages by choosing phrases 
that can be linked with other phrases to create new meanings. For example, the 
overlay below can render many longer phrases by combining the smaller 
phrases:

You can imagine how many different messages can be put together with 
these words/phrases. Below are just a few:

Taking advantage of the multiple levels allows you to record different 
vocabularies on each level. This allows the user access to an entirely new 
vocabulary by pressing the level button. For example, Level 1 could contain 
dinner time phrases, Level 2 could contain bed time phrases, and Level 3 could 
contain play time phrases. This way, the user only has to change levels for a 
different vocabulary to suit a new topic or situation.

8 HELPFUL HINT:
With all of the above strategies, it is important to consider the location of each 

message on the keyboard. For example, group common words or phrases together and 
place the more important messages in a place easily accessible to the user.

Message 2 Message 3 Message 4 Message 5 Combined Message

need water I need water

are like me I am like you

like watch -ing movies I like watching movies

you have my books Do you have my books?

C1

C2

C3

C4

E1

E2

E3

E4

D1

D2

D3

D4

R

Y

E

NEED

HAVE

LIKE

DO

EAT

WATCH

READ

-ING

BOOKS

MOVIES

WATER

FOOD
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Customizing Level Cues
Level Message Cues
A short audible cue can be created which indicates the current level 

when the level is changed in Play mode. By default, these cues contain a 
message stating the level, “Level one”, “Level two”, and so on.

To record a custom message to be associated with the current level:

1. Find the appropriate level and switch to Record mode.

2. Slide the layout switches 3 and 4 to the left and switch 5 to the 
right and insert the 4 x 10 overlay:

3. Press and hold the Record button and with it still depressed, press 
the Reset button.

4. The four left most LEDs in the top row (A1, B1, C1, and D1) will 
flash. To cancel, press anywhere on the keyboard outside of the four 
flashing keys.

5. To continue, press one of the four keys. The first LED (A1) will light 
to represent Level 1.

6. To keep the current message cue for that level, press outside of the 
four left most keys in the top row. The next LED will light, 
representing the next level.

7. To record a new message cue for this level, press the Record button.

8. The Record button will flash. Now press and hold the key which you 
are customizing (which is lit) and speak into the microphone.

9. Release the key when you are finished recording.

10. To listen to the new message, press the same key again.

11. Repeat steps 6 to 10 for the remaining levels.

The EasyTalk now has custom message cues for the different levels. When 
you press the Level key, you will hear the custom message for the corresponding 
level.

LAYOUT:

LEVEL CUE RECORD

3

4

5
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Deleting Individual
Messages

Erasing All Messages
Erasing Messages
Finally, there will be times when the user’s circumstances will change 

and it will be necessary to delete some or all of the existing ones. First, find the 
appropriate level and put the EasyTalk in Record mode, and then follow the 
instructions below to remove unwanted messages:

To delete individual messages, follow these instructions:

1. Find the appropriate level and switch to Record mode.

2. Locate the key with the message you wish to remove.

3. Press the Record button.

4. Touch the key and let go immediately.

You will hear 3 beeps, confirming that the original message has been 
deleted.

To erase all messages on all levels, follow these instructions:

1. Switch to Record mode and make sure that the setup switches 3 to 
5 are configured for a valid keyboard layout.

2. Press the Record button and hold it.

3. Press the Reset button while still holding the Record button.

4. All of the LEDs on the keyboard will flash. To abort erasing the 
messages, press the Reset button once more.

5. To continue, press anywhere on the keyboard surface and the 
erasure will begin. While the memory is being erased, the Record 
LED will light up.

After a short period, it will stop, telling you that the EasyTalk is completely 
cleared of all messages on all levels.

` CAUTION:
This action is final! Make sure that you no longer need the current messages 

before erasing all the messages and levels.
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Hold Time Settings

Scanning Settings
Chapter Four:

Playing Back 
Messages

This chapter explains how to customize the playback settings to suit the 
user’s individual needs. It also contains some important information to pass on to 
the individual who will actually use the EasyTalk to communicate.

Getting the EasyTalk Ready 
for the User

Before giving the EasyTalk to the individual to use, some settings can be 
adjusted for his or her individual needs.

The hold time is the amount of time a key must be held to play back a 
message. You will want to adjust this setting before handing the EasyTalk to the 
end user. It is set by adjusting setup switches 6 and 7.   See the diagram below:

8 HELPFUL HINT:
Hold time settings are applicable only when the EasyTalk is in Play mode.

For instructions regarding scanning, see the Chapter Five, Scanning.

HOLD TIME:

0.0 0.50.25 1.0

6

7
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Play Mode

Pressing the Keys

How Hard?

How Long?
Speaking Messages
Messages can be played back in both Record and Play mode, but it is 

highly recommended that you put it in Play mode to prevent accidental erasure 
of messages you have recorded before passing the EasyTalk to the user. To put the 
EasyTalk in Play mode, slide setup switch 1 to the right.

? IMPORTANT:
If messages have been added while in Record mode, there may be a delay 

when switching between modes depending upon the number of messages added. The 
Record LED will turn off when the switch to Play mode is complete.

Accessing messages is simple - press the key associated with the 
message. When the key is pressed correctly, an LED within the key boundaries 
will light up and the chosen message will be spoken.

The EasyTalk touch panel is very sensitive and you do not need to press 
hard for a key to be registered.

` CAUTION:
Do not use a sharp or pointed object to press keys on the touch panel. 

Damage caused by such abuse is not covered by the limited hardware warranty.

8 HELPFUL HINT:
The eraser end of a pencil works well as a pointing device to press the keys.

The key must be pressed longer than the hold time. If a key is pressed for 
too long, the calling alarm will sound (see Calling Alarm later in this chapter).
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Volume controls

Changing Levels

Level Lock
Settings for the End-user
Some settings can be modified by the end-user once the EasyTalk has 

been filled with messages. The individual using the EasyTalk will need to be 
taught how to adjust these settings

The user adjusts the volume using the same knob used to turn on the 
EasyTalk. Once the knob is in ‘ON’ position, the user can rotate it clockwise to 
increase the volume and counter-clockwise to decrease the volume.

To change levels:

1. The EasyTalk should already be in Play mode (if it is not, slide setup 
switch 1 to the right).

2. In this mode, the Record key functions as the Level key.

3. Press the Level key once to move to announce the level and then 
press it again to move to subsequent levels. The EasyTalk will 
announce each level (see Level Message Cues in Chapter Three).

? IMPORTANT:
It is necessary to switch to SP play time before changing levels.

Normally, all four levels are available to the user in Play mode. However, 
in some cases, you may wish to limit the user’s access to a single level. You can 
lock that level by following these steps:

1. Press the Level button until you reach the intended level.

2. Slide setup switch 2 to the LP position (this switch functions as a 
level lock when the EasyTalk is in Play mode).

The user can no longer change levels. To unlock the level and give the 
user access to all four levels, slide switch 2 to the SP position.

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1
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Arming the Alarm

Using the Alarm

Turning Off the Alarm
Calling Alarm
To arm the alarm, slide setup switch 12 to the right. Now, when the user 

holds any key long enough (between 5 and 20 seconds – see below), a loud 
oscillating (high-low) tone will be produced by the EasyTalk as a call for help.

To activate the alarm, press down on any key on the keyboard for a 
duration of time according to the hold time setting. See the chart below:

The alarm will automatically turn off by itself when the user has released 
his or her finger from the keyboard. To manually silence the alarm, in the case 
where something may be accidentally pressing against the keyboard, turn off the 
EasyTalk with the On/Off/Volume knob. When you turn on the EasyTalk again, the 
alarm will be silent.

? IMPORTANT:
The EasyTalk is not meant to be used as a primary alarm. The user should have 

another available means of calling for help in case of emergency. For the EasyTalk to 
be useful as a calling alarm is important to keep the battery charged and the 
EasyTalk in perfect running order at all times. This requires that the EasyTalk be charged 
every day.

Hold Time Alarm Hold Time

0.0 seconds 5 seconds

0.25 seconds 10 seconds

0.5 seconds 15 seconds

1.0 seconds 20 seconds

ALARM: ONOFF 12
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Chapter Five:

Scanning
The EasyTalk can be used by people who cannot physically press the keys 

on the touch panel. Such users can select messages by scanning. When scanning, 
one or two switches can be used to navigate flashing LEDs and select messages. 
If you do not intend to use the EasyTalk in scanning mode, you can skip this 
chapter.

This chapter describes the scanning option in detail, providing 
instructions for setting up and using scanning. If you are not familiar with 
scanning on the EasyTalk or any other communication aid, you may wish to read 
this chapter once through to familiarize yourself with concepts of scanning and 
then use it as a reference while setting up the EasyTalk and training the end user 
to scan.
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Uses for Scanning Mode

Stepping and Selecting

Number of Switches
About Scanning Mode
Scanning allows the EasyTalk to be used without the keyboard ever being 

touched. A variety of switches can be used to select the message keys as they are 
lit up by LEDs located under the touch panel.

Scanning mode is ideal for individuals with impaired coordination that 
cannot accurately press the individual keys. The use of switches allows such a 
person to select a key without the possibility of accidentally touching a 
neighboring key in the process.

Scanning mode is also appropriate for severely disabled users who 
require special switches to control the EasyTalk. As well as conventional switches, 
heat and pressure sensitive switches can be used. Check with your EasyTalk 
representative for compatible switch types.

The touch panel still works in Scanning mode, allowing the EasyTalk to 
be used for teaching and instruction. The teacher can control the scanning and 
the student can be asked to touch a lighted key and analyze its contents.

Scanning consists of two distinct operations – stepping and selecting.

Stepping means to advance through the scanning choices. When one 
switch is used, the stepping is automatic. When two switches are used, Switch 2 
is used to step and Switch 1 is used to select.

Selecting refers to narrowing down the scanning choices until a single 
key is chosen. For two switch scanning, Switch 1 is used for selecting. In the case 
of Linear scanning, the key is selected by pressing the switch when the desired 
key is lit. In the case of Row-Column scanning, selecting is a two step process – 
selecting the row or column and then the actual key. 

Scanning can be set up to accommodate one or two switches. The 
method of scanning (automatic or manual stepping) adjusts automatically 
according to the number of switches used.

With one switch, stepping takes place automatically from one key to the 
next at a speed defined by the scanning speed (see Scanning Speed Adjustment 
later in this chapter). The single switch is used to select the key which is currently 
lit.

With two switches, both the stepping and selecting are controlled by the 
user. Switch 2 controls the stepping and Switch 1 controls the selecting.
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Linear Scanning
Scanning patterns
There are two possible scanning patterns with some variation available 

for both.

Linear scanning is very straight forward. The scan begins on the upper 
left key and proceeds across the top row to the other end. Reaching the end of 
the row, the scan begins again one row down, on the left most key, and proceeds 
to the right. After reaching the last key on the last row, the Level button lights up 
and the cycle begins again at the top left key. The diagram below illustrates 
Linear scanning:

Because the orientation the EasyTalk is held can be changed, so can the 
orientation of the linear pattern, from horizontal to vertical. If vertical scanning is 
selected, the scan proceeds from the upper left key down the first column and 
then back again to the top row in the next column to the right.

CLICK!
CLICK!
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Row-Column (R-C)
Scanning
Row-Column scanning advances row by row from top to bottom, 
lighting up the entire row. When switch 1 is pressed to select a row, the scan will 
continue within the selected row, moving left to right until a single key is 
selected. If a key is not selected after the third scan through the selected row, 
scanning will resume where it left off moving row by row. Upon completing the 
last row, the Level button will light up and the cycle will begin again at the top 
row. The diagram below illustrates Row-Column scanning:

The orientation of the Row-Column pattern can also be changed from 
horizontal to vertical. In this case, the pattern becomes a Column-Row scan. If 
vertical scanning is selected, the scan proceeds from the left most column 
towards the right, finishing each cycle with the Level button. Once a column is 
selected, the scan proceeds top to bottom through the selected column until an 
individual key is selected or three passes are made.

CLICK!CLICK!
CLICK!CLICK!
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Turning on Scanning

One Switch / Two Switch
Selecting Scanning
Scanning is turned on automatically with a press of a switch. As such, 

there is no on/off controls for scanning other than plugging in a switch and 
pressing it. With the EasyTalk, you can use any switch that has an 1/8” mini plug.

Just as scanning is turned off and on automatically by a switch, single 
switch scanning (auto stepping) or double switch scanning (manual stepping) is 
automatically selected depending on how many switches are plugged in.
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Selecting a Scanning
Pattern

Selecting the Scanning
Direction

Scanning Beep
Adjusting the Scanning 
Configuration

With the exception of fine tuning the scanning speed, all scanning 
adjustments are controlled by setup switches 8 through 11 on the bottom of the 
EasyTalk. For general instructions on how the setup switches work, refer to Setup 
Switches in Chapter Two, Equipment and Its Care.

Move setup switch 8 to the left to choose Linear scanning or to the right 
to choose Row-Column scanning.

Move setup switch 9 to the right to choose Horizontal scanning or to the 
left to choose Vertical scanning.

Horizontal scanning affects the scanning pattern as follows:

• Combined with Linear scanning, horizontal scanning will move key 
to key across a row.

• Combined with Row-Column scanning, horizontal scanning will 
move row to row until a row is selected and then key to key across 
the selected row.

Vertical scanning affects the scanning pattern as follows:

• Combined with Linear scanning, vertical scanning will move key to 
key down a column.

• Combined with Row-Column scanning, vertical scanning will move 
column to column until a column is selected and then key to key 
down the selected column. In this sense, vertical Row-Column 
scanning is really Column-Row scanning.

Moving setup switch 10 to the right turns on an audible beep that 
sounds as the scan steps from one key or group to the next. This makes the 
scanning seem more tactile to the user because he or she can hear the progress 
of the scan.

SCANNING:

LOWHIGH
ONOFF
HORIZ.VERT.
R-CLINEAR

DIRECTION:
PATTERN:

SPEED:
BEEP:

8

9

10

11
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Switch Hold Time

Scanning Speed
Adjustment

Scanning Speed
(High/Low)

Auto Off Time Adjustment
(for 2 Switch Stepping)
Just as the hold time determines how long a key must be held to register 
a press, the hold time also determines how long a switch must be depressed to 
register a selection. The times are the same as for the hold time:

The knob for fine tuning the scanning speed is on the left side of the 
EasyTalk. Scanning speed applies to the speed at which one switch scanning 
(auto stepping) progresses. It is used in conjunction with setup switch 11 which 
multiplies the scanning rate by a factor of ten when set to the High position. To 
increase the speed, press and turn the knob clockwise with a finger tip or a flat 
head screw driver. Turn the knob counterclockwise to decrease the speed.

Move setup switch 11 to the right to choose low speed scanning or to the 
left to choose high speed scanning.

The actual speed of the scan is decided by the Scan Speed Adjustment 
knob on the left side of the EasyTalk. The speed ranges are as follows:

The knob for adjusting the scanning speed is also used to set a time after 
which, if no switch is activated, the EasyTalk will automatically turn off. This time, 
which applies only to 2 Switch scanning, varies between 10 seconds and 100 
seconds. If after the preset time, no switch is activated, the LED light(s) will turn 
off. After the Auto Off time, the user can start the scan again by pressing one of 
the switches. To increase the Auto Off time, turn the knob clockwise. To decrease 
the time, turn it counter clockwise.

High Low

0.1 ~ 1 s 1 ~ 10s

HOLD TIME:

0.0 0.50.25 1.0
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The EasyTalk
Won’t Turn On

The Keys Don’t Work
Chapter Six:

Trouble Shooting
This chapter offers some basic steps in trouble shooting problems with 

the EasyTalk. It will suggest remedies for common problems or oversights while 
using the EasyTalk. The steps are listed in order, from simplest remedy or most 
common problem to the more drastic measures.

Common Problems
If the EasyTalk isn’t responding, try the following:

1. Check On/Off/Volume switch. Make sure the EasyTalk is on and the 
volume is sufficiently loud.

2. Press the Reset button. (Do not hold the Record key while pressing 
Reset or you could erase your messages!)

3. If the battery charge is low, you may have to plug in the adapter.

After each of the above steps, press a key which you know has a message 
to see if the EasyTalk is now working.

If the EasyTalk is turned on and working, but the keys don’t respond as 
you would expect, try the following:

1. Check hold time (setup switches 6 and 7).

2. Check the level to see if you are on a level that has messages.

3. Check the keyboard layout and make sure it matches your overlay.

4. Press the Reset button. (Do not hold the Record key while pressing 
Reset or you could erase your messages!)

5. Re-calibrate the touch panel (see the instructions at the end of this 
chapter).
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The Battery Doesn’t
Charge

The Battery Charge
Doesn’t Last

Scanning Doesn’t Work

The Speech is Garbled,
Missing, or Quiet
If you’ve had the EasyTalk charging, but as soon as you unplug the 
charge, it stops working, try the following

1. Turn off the EasyTalk.

2. Plug the charger into the EasyTalk. Make sure that the other end is 
plugged into a wall outlet. Make sure the wall outlet is functioning 
by plugging in a lamp or other electrical device.

3. Press the Reset button. (Do not hold the Record key while pressing 
Reset or you could erase your messages!)

If the charge on the battery doesn’t last as long as you would expect it to, 
try the following:

1. Make sure that you are charging the EasyTalk regularly.

2. Several times a month, completely run down the battery and 
recharge it.

If you are setting up to scan, but it doesn’t behave as you would expect it 
to, try the following:

1. Make sure that one or more switches are plugged in. Press the 
switches.

2. Check setup switches 8 through 11 on the back.

3. Check the battery – plug in the charger if necessary.

4. Press the Reset button. (Do not hold the Record key while pressing 
Reset or you will erase your messages!)

Please refer to Chapter 5, Scanning for more information.

If messages are garbled, quiet, or missing, try the following:

1. Plug in the charger and make sure the battery is charged.

2. Read Chapter Three and make sure you are following the steps 
carefully and are speaking clearly into the microphone.

3. Check the keyboard layout - messages recorded for a layout with 
many keys will disappear if you change to a layout with fewer keys.

4. Press the Reset button. (Do not hold the Record key while pressing 
Reset or you will erase your messages!)
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Keyboard Calibration
From time to time, the EasyTalk keyboard may require re-calibration. You 

will only need to worry about re-calibration if you are experiencing problems 
with keys not registering or the wrong message coming from the wrong key. 
Before calibrating the keyboard, first follow all of the recommendations in the 
beginning of this chapter, such as checking the keyboard layout, the overlay, and 
the level.

To calibrate the keyboard:

1. Insert the 4 x 10 overlay.

2. Slide setup switch 1 to the left to put the EasyTalk in Record mode.

3. Move setup switches 3 to 5 to the left:

4. Press and hold the Record button.

5. Press the Reset button.

6. The LEDs on the four corner keys will flash four times, and then the 
upper left key will light up.

7. To abort the calibration process, press the Reset button once more.

8. To continue, press the four corner keys individually as they light up.

Test the new calibration by pressing various keys and making sure that 
the LED under the correct key lights up. Repeat steps 6 to 8 as necessary. When 
you are satisfied with the calibration, move the setup switches 3 to 5 back to a 
valid keyboard layout. There will be two beeps indicating that the calibration was 
successful.

RECORD/PLAY:
SPLP
PLAYRECORD

PLAY TIME:
MODE: 1

2

LAYOUT:

CALIBRATION

3

4
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Technical Support

Obtain an RMA Number

Send in the EasyTalk
Servicing the EasyTalk
If you have tried all of the trouble shooting tips, but still have persistent 

problems, your EasyTalk may require service. Do not take apart the EasyTalk or 
attempt to service it yourself.

Before sending in your EasyTalk for service, call your EasyTalk 
representative. He or she can help you isolate the problem and hopefully can get 
your EasyTalk going without delay. Have your EasyTalk with you when you call, as 
you will likely be instructed to try different steps with it.

If your EasyTalk representative cannot work out the problem with you 
over the phone, you may be asked to contact SYM Systems directly. If it is 
determined that your EasyTalk requires service, you will be given an RMA 
(Returned Merchandise Authorization) number.

Repack the EasyTalk in its original packaging or similar packaging that is 
durable and will protect the EasyTalk from shock or other hazards. On top of the 
EasyTalk, place a piece of paper with the RMA Number written on it along with 
your name, address, and phone number where you can be reached. Record this 
same information on the outside of the packaging as well. Do not wrap the box 
in packing paper as many delivery services will not accept wrapped parcels.

Send the EasyTalk to:
SYM Systems Corporation
2211B Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131 U.S.A.
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Appendix A:

Glossary of Terms
Throughout this handbook, words with which you may not be familiar appear in italics. This section provides 

definitions for these words.

Augmentative Communication The use of a mechanical aid, such as the EasyTalk, to permit or enhance 
communication for a physically challenged individual

Calling Alarm The EasyTalk can be programmed to emit a loud beep when a key is pressed for 5 
seconds longer than the hold time. Its intended purpose is to allow the EasyTalk 
user to send out a loud call for attention.

Charger Port The jack that accepts the end of the charger plug – the charger works both to 
recharge the batteries and to allow the EasyTalk to be used with household 
electricity and not drain the battery

Flash EPROM A very durable, non-volatile memory which does not require power to keep its 
contents – used in the EasyTalk to save power and provide reliable message 
storage

Hold Time The time which a key on the keyboard or the button on a scanning switch must 
be held for the EasyTalk to register the selection – adjusted using setup switches 
6 and 7

Keyboard Layout The selection of one of 6 overlays which defines various matrices or grids 
containing rectangles or keys, each to which a single message can be recorded 
and assigned.

LED A light emitting diode which makes a bright pinpoint light that consumes very 
little energy and emits little or no heat. LEDs are used in the EasyTalk for 
scanning.

Level Button The button used to change levels. The Level button shares its space with the 
Record button, active when the EasyTalk is in Play mode.
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Linear Scanning A scanning pattern which passes in a non-breaking sequence from one key to the 
next. A horizontal linear scan moves from key to key across a row and then to the 
next row beginning at the same side. A vertical linear scan moves from key to key 
down a column and then to the next column beginning at the top.

LP Long Play – play time that compresses messages to allow for approximately 
twice the message length using the same amount of memory. 

Message Compression A method of storing messages that requires less memory.

Message Key One of the variable sized keys defined by the Keyboard layout and to which a 
single message can be assigned for later playback through pressing the 
appropriate message key.

On/Off/Volume Knob The main control for turning the EasyTalk on and off and for controlling the sound 
level.

Overlays Thin, translucent sheets of paper that have the keyboard layout printed thereon, 
which can be customized with text and pictures to indicate the messages 
assigned to the individual keys.

Pillow Speaker A durable speaker that is flat with rounded corners – ideal for users confined to a 
bed.

Play Mode A mode of operation in which the EasyTalk can only be used to play back 
messages – new messages cannot be recorded and existing messages cannot be 
erased – intended for the user.

Record Button The button used to record messages. The Record button shares its space with the 
Level button, active when the EasyTalk is in Record mode

Record Mode A mode of operation in which new messages can be recorded and existing 
messages can be erased – the level cannot be changed – intended for setting up 
the EasyTalk.

Row-Column Scanning Scanning which scans row by row (or column by column when Vertical Scanning 
is selected) until a row (or column) is selected and the key by key across the 
selected row (or column), until a key is chosen.

Scanning A method of accessing the keys on the EasyTalk without having to physically 
touch the keyboard – lights underneath the keyboard respond to presses from a 
remote switch to activate the keys.

Selecting In the context of scanning, this refers to selecting a key or a row from which to 
further select a key
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Setup Switches The switches on the bottom of the EasyTalk which are adjusted to control settings 
such as mode, play time, keyboard layout, hold time, scanning settings, and the 
alarm

SP Short Play – play time that uses no compression and provides clearer sounding 
messages occupying approximately twice the space as long play messages 

Stepping in the context scanning, this refers to the manual advancement throughout the 
scanning sequence – used with 2 switch scanning only

Touch Panel the pressure sensitive panel comprising the programmable keyboard
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